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Editorial

Stuart Macintyre has written a biography of.Faddy Troy "Militant - The Life and Ttmea of Paddy Troy".

The emergence

in the late thirties and forties of a num bar of trade unionists
such as Paddy Troy with unusual energy, courage and capacity
for leadership was the result of a mixture of hope in the future
and dismay at the present.

Stuart will talk about this interesting man and his times at
the next meeting of the Melbourne Branch, Stuart is a senior
lecturer in History at the Melbourne University.

The meeting will be held as usual in the Board Room of the
Australian Insurance Employees Union at 310 Queen Street,on
Tuesday 19th February at 7.^5pm,
Office Bearers - Melbourne Branch

At the annual meeting of the Melbourne Branch held on Tuesday
11th December 198A the following office bearers were elected:
Chairperson

John Arrowsmith

Vice Chairperson

Peter Love

716 2281

Secretary/Treasurer

Lloyd Edmonds

337 7554

Executive

Ian Bransgrove

460 7705

Dick Curlewis
James Garvie

729 5549
435 2882
836 8327

Jack Hutson .

Phone 419 4481
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A Report on Special Issue of Recorder from.our Chairman
I

Our special issue of "Recorder" has been a great success.

We posted

photostats of the main pages to a number of unions and as a result

firm orders for 30,000" came in before our printing day (November
1st, 198/i).
We had a print run of 50,000 and we are now down to 7,000 odd to

meet orders that are still coming in.
We can all feel a sense of great satisfaction about our effort.

Due

to the willing response of members, we addressed and posted out 4-94.
copies to unions in N.S.W, Tasmania, Queensland, A.C.T., N.T and W.A.

in the last week of January and we can rest assured that our remaining
copies will be sold.

We have now paid all our debts and it is anticipated we could finish
with about $2,000 in hand.

We have received an order for 6,500 with a special authorisation which
will of course require another print run.

This gives us the opportunity to correct at least one historical error

and remove some misprints making for an even more successful
publication.

My thanks and congratulations to all who made it possible.

•<

:,

John Arrowsmith
t

I.

Some Comments on Special "Recorder"

"My warmest congratulations on the splendid issue of November.

As

well as good reading it is a handy teaching aid".
"Congratulations on an excellent Recorder No.131".
"I thought the spcial issue of Recorder was terrific - excellent

for teaching pur poses.

Congratulations on lay-out, scope and

content."

Subscriptions

Thanks to the many generous subscribers who forwarded donations with
their subs.

For those who have been tardy in forwarding their sub,
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which is $3.00, now is the time to remedy this omission.

Please

forward it as soon as possible.
Some Personal Pars

Dr Lloyd Churchward

Lloyd is recovering steadily from the serious injuries from a car
accident in October of last year.

He is at home now and has some

mobility with a walking frame.
We send him our best wishes for

his recovery.

Dr Lloyd Churchward and James Garvie are the two remaining members

of the group of enthusiasts who formed our Branch in 1962.
r

Frank Waters

For a life time of service to the Trade Union movement Frank Waters

was honoured in the New Years Honours list,

Frank was formerly

Federal President of the Amalgamated Postal Workers Union, the
largest union in the Commonwealth Public Service.

We appreciate

receiving an inscribed history of the Postal Union written by
Frank and edited by Denis Murphy,
Frank Meyer

On Saturday 26 January Frank Meyer was the guest of honour at a
dinner to commemorate the 80th anniversary of his birthday. This
was held in Castlemaine where Frank has lived since his retirement,.

F.J, Meyer was secretary of the Victorian Branch of the Clerks Union
during and immediately after the war years.

He was a prime mover

in the early stages of the formation of ACSPA, the white collar
federation which eventually led to the inclusion,of these unions
in the ACTU.

■ ,

Restoration of James'Galloway Memorial

in Melbourne General

Cemetery

The stonemasonry trade apprentices at Collingwood TAFE supervised
by their trade instructor, Andrew Patunie will soon commence
restoration work on the James Galloway Memorial in Melbourne general
cemetery.
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The work involved is. quite extensive and it is estimated that it will
take at least 12 months as the monument has subsided on its foundations
and the sandstone columns have deteriorated so that there is a

possible public danger. Help would be appreciated with scaffolding
and cranage. All work done on this project will be supervised and
authorised through the ;

1, Assistant Director-, Collingwood College of TAFE
2, The Necropolis Cemetery Trust Administration

3, The Society for the Study of Labour History (Melbourne Branch).
Can you Help?

1, Material on Dr H.V.Evatt

Peter Cioc.kett is working on a study of Dr.H.V.Evatt. He would be

appreciative of any assistance, particularly personal acquaintance
or incidents,

Peter Crockett's address is ;

C/- Department of History,
LaTrobe University,
Bundoora,

Victoria, 3083.

Phone (03)478 3122.

21 Wages of voung people in years 184.0-1880

Ms.Collins (Home phone 398 3354) would appreciate information on

sources on wages of young people in Victoria in the years 1840-80,
Obituary

Harrv Hastings Pearce. "Profanum Vulgus" (1897-1984)

"Odi profanum vulgus et arceo." ( I loathe the common crowd and
keep them at a distance.) -- Horace.

Harry H.Pearce, son of Herbert Hastings Pearce and Harriet Ann Peatce
(nee Williams), was the eldest of a family of three boys and three

girls. He was born on 28th August 1897 on the Creswick goldfield
near Ballaarat, Victoria. Harry's grandfathers had come to Australia
in the 1850s and his paternal grandfather had known Peter Lalor of
Eureka Stockade fame.
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Harry's father took part in the formation of the Creswick branch of
the Labour Party in 190i and in 1908 (when Harry was 11) was
blackballed for taking a leading role in a miners' strike, over
safety matters, at the West Berry Consols mine.
From his father, and from acquaintance with other Labor party ;

members, Harry Bearce acquired a taste for democratic and radicalliterature and for pamphlets published in Britain by the Rationalist
Press Association.

At an early age he developed a talent for poetry.

Harry's first poem to be published was in ,1916, when he was 19. It
celebrated the defeat of the first referendum on conscription and

appeared in the Ballarat Evening Echo, edited by Jim Scullin (later
Prime Minister of Australia), Although opposed to conscription Harry
was a member of the Citizen Forces and reached the rank of Lieutenant.

After trying gold prospecting (with his father), assisting a
veterinary surgeon, and a number of casual agricultural Jobs Harry
Pearce went to Melbourne (January 1919) where an aunt persuaded him

to stay and work. He found permanent employment with the Hiime
Concrete Pipe company in Maribyrnong and stayed with that organisation
i6r%6 years, retiring in 1965.

In Melbourne Harry met socialists such as Don Cameron and R.S.Ross,
and the city's leading rationalists, Harry Scott Bennett and

J.S. Langley. He started to collect free-thought books and journals
such as Ross's Magazine

and Langley's Rationalist.

In 1920 the Hume company transferred Harry to Tasmania to manage

factories in Launceston, Hobart and Devonport. He starting writing
letters to the press on free thought subjects and at a. dance in
Launceston met a young woman, a little older than himself, Greina

Elizabeth Traill (born 1894-).

.^

In 1923 he was tranferred to Brisbane and joined the Queensland
Rationalist Association. It was here he first bought a copy of the
Freethinker (London), edited by Chapman Cohen. "I have never

experienced Christian conversion, but I feel sure that no Christian
ever saw the light more so than I did then". (Truth Seeker, Auckland,

August," 1934.). Harry started to build up a collection of Cohen's
editorials and books.
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In ^^2U Harry was transferred to New Zealand where for many years
he was a roving works manager in such places as Auckland, Gisborne,
Palmerston North, Christchurch and Dunedin.

He sent for his

fiancee and in 1925 Harry and Greina were married at Otarahanga.

For much of their early married life the couple lived out of

suitcases, although .there was a more settled period in Dunedin.
Harry joined the New Zealand Rationalist Association and became a
committee member.

His only surviving colleague from this period

is Jame.s O.Hanlon of Auckland.

Harry wrote articles for the

Association's Journal, the Truth.Seeker (later the N.Z Rationalist)
and, in his own words, "kept up a continuous stream of letter

writing to the local papers, taking on all comers, including a
number of clergymen". To avoid embarrassment to his employers he
adopted the nom-de-plume of Profanum Vulgus (the common or
irreverent crowd) to signify his identification with orinary

working people and democratic principles. On his travels he haunted
second-hand bookshops, amassed a considerable library, and acquired

the reputation of being the leading authority on New Zealand
freethought history.
In the late 1930s, as the

war-clouds gathered, Greina Pearce

pleaded with her husband to return to Australia so that she could be
nearer her family.

In 1938, at his request, the Hume company

transferred him back to Melbourne.

The couple bought a house in

the working-class western suburb of Footscray which afforded space
for the growth of Harry's library and archives.

On his return Harry found the rationalist movement in Victoria

bitterly divided over the leadership of J.S.Langley. Harry sided
with the Langleyite faction which took the name of the Freethought
Society of Australia. Harry wrote pamphlets for it and helped bring
out its magazine.
Rationalist

However, the anti-Langley trustees of the

Association in Victoria held on to its funds and with

Langley's declining health the Freethought Society withered.
Harry maintained his links with New Zealand. He completed his
research on the migration of the early English secularist, Charles
Sothwell , to Victoria and New Zealand.
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The Victorian phase was entirely Harry's discovery and the New
Zealand Rationalists serialised his 4-2,000 word account in their

Journal (May 1957-Sept.1958).
In 194-5 Harry joined the Australian Poetry Lovers' Society, and
the Henry Lawson Memorial and Literary Society, He produced
numerous pamphlets --often biographical—for the Poetry Lovers

and was secretary-treasurer and editor of their journal when the

Society was wound up in 1973. He then transferred his-energies to
the Henry Lawson Society of which be became President, It was
almost unknown for Harry to miss a meeting and he edited the
Society's journal, the Lawsonian. until the last two months of his
life,

Harry was a life member of the Old Creswickians Association and
contributed generously to the Greswick Museum, He was a member of
the Friends of the State Library of Victoria and gave valuable
material to the State Library,

He joined the Victorian branch

of the Australian Society for the Study of Labour History and was

a regular attender of meetings. In 1978 he helped found the
short-lived Secular Society of Victoria and delivered a presidential

address an "The Early Life of Thomas Paine in England", (Harry
owned a copy of the rare first edition,1794-, of Paine's book
The Age of Reason).
He was a committee member of the (Melbourne)
Bread and Cheese Club, and a member of the Australian Literature

Society, the (Melbourne) Book Collectors' Society and the Humanist
Society of Victoria,

In addition to those already mentioned, Harry Pearce's publications

include "Early Dunedin Freethought" N,Z,Rationalist, August 1938October 194.1; "Back to the Bible-and what? The failure of Christian

morality" Auckland; Rationalist Association & Sunday Freedom League.
1945;"The Song of Nature and other poems"(194-8); "Thomas Kennedy's

March from Greswick's Creek" (1954); "The Lament of Bugeleen (1958)

- a tribute to the Aborigines of Greswick -;"Dreams and Arrows"(1969);
"On the Origins of Waltzing Matilda" - a 145 page history of the

song published by Hawthorn Press in 1971-;"The History of the
Australian Poetry Lovers' Society (1973), and various articles on

local history and mining in the Greswick Advertiser,
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Harry's magnificant library of freethought and radical literature,

together with manuscripts, drawings and press cuttings, forms a
special collection at the National Library of Australia, Canberra.
It comprises an esttmated 15,000 titles and would perhaps be worth
in the order of $4,00,000 (Australian currency). It is a fitting
monument to a largely, self-educated bibliophile, historian, poet
and champion of freethought.

Harry H.Pearce died on 20th December, 1984-. at Greenvale, Victoria.
He was given a secular funeral_at .Fpp^tscray on 24th December after
which his body was carried out for cremation to the strains of
Australia's "Waltzing Matilda" and New Zealand's "Po Atarau"
(Now is the Hour).
— N-igel-Sinnott.
************
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Greetings from your Boston Correspondent

*,

We arrived in a Boston that was limp and languid with humid heat.
For the whole of August there was little relief and it seriously

soured my initial responses to the place as we struggled to set up
some semblence of domestic order and delve the mysteries of the

banking system and the Cambridge School department. The Kennedy
School of Government at Harvard, however, offered welcome and a
social as well as an educational programme.

Cambridge - the University town just across the river from Boston

proper- is a picturesque city and, when we first arrived, was decked
in lush, almost tropical g:*eenness.

Later, as the gleaming

colcurs

of Fall began to light up like little fires here and there, we

began to see why the New England autumn xs fabled. The spectacular
array of colour is quite beyond the pen or the camera but there
is also something attractive about the city opening up to the sky
as the leaves fall.

It also reveals more of the domestic

architecture which is probably the most distinctive feature of the
area. The New England house,-particularly the older ones, are a

pure confection of towers, turrets, attic and bay windows, numerous
porches and elaborate timber decoration set in wild, leafy
gardens and usually open to the street.
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This is a university town and students look and behave much the
same as anywhere, but looks can be deceiving. I had been warne

but was still InauEilciently prepared for the intensity of t e
culture shock. Speaking the language is one thing, understanding
the social and economic code is another. Visiting a place as a
tourist shields you from most of these problems but ^^tUng up a

household and trying to really live in a place presents a ^affaren
order of problems. For one thing you really do have to deal w.
the bureaucracy and for another you are not leaving newt week.

Socially, the extremes are bewildering. In the streets an almost

intrusive •friendliness-,behind the counters a degree of rudeness

and/or sullen resentfulness that still leaves me stunned after ^
four months. A syrupy politeness usually typifies those occupatlo
where a tip Is customary, but even that cannot be relied upon. ^
The Americans whom we have met privately live up to the stereotype,
friendly, warm, generous and open though by and large
short on 'huinour.

, ■ i

In the public arena, however, the overwhelming impression

society shot through with deeply ingrained suspiclousness about
everyone else-s motives. The pervasive feeling that comes throug.

ilalrn'ost all transactions is that everyone is out to take the other
guy down and you had better get in first. Hence security
arrangments are prolific and red tape Invariably tangles you -ip

nearly every day. The paraphenalia you need to carry around to
verify cheques or use oedlt cards is a shock for people used to
Australia's relaxed and steamlined banking system. It's jus

abfut easier to get a passport in Australia than open a bank account
here.

It's hard to avoid the impression of a society riddled from top to
bottom with varying degrees of corruption - it's the

®° ^

diet anyway. My view at present is that it stems from the very

aspect of the political system here that Americans most often cite^
as its greatest virtue and that is the pervasiveness of democracy ^
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Every little tin-pot offi.eial of this or that is elected or reports
to an elected Board.

This creates a system designed for domination

by elites of activists or lobbyists since exercising one's civil
rights seems to entail a large amount of trouble and effort. Most
enrolling procedures, whether it is to vote or get your child into
school, seem designed to discourage rather than encourage. Anyway,
far too many administrators must concern themselves with politics
at the expense of administration and Ihe places where the temptation
to bend the rules to help a friend or get an extra vote seem legion.

Another great surprise to me in this 'land of the free', where
individual freedom seems always to take precedence- over public

good, is the quite extraordinary degree of regulation and control-

to

which people must submit themselves.

statistics about absolutely everything.

There appears to be
Apparently American society

lacks both the flexibility of the British legal system where a

body of Common law allows for a degree of interpretation and
manoeuvrability discouraging petty rule making, and a genuine sense
of agreed community values.
There is little sense of social cohesivenees here, despite the flag

waving, rather a jostling of quite discernible groups to either
dominate or at least achieve a larger share of lebensraum.

Few

people trust anyone to do the 'right thing' unless they are forced
to and there is not all that much agreement about what the 'right

thing' might be anyway.

It seems clear that the obfinition of what

is private and what is public is very different from that commonly
accepted in Australia. There are parts of American where a person
can be held lidale if someone falls over on the sidewalk outside

your house and is injured even though that sidewalk is owned and

'maintained' by the city.

(The condition of the sidewalks in

Cambridge- have to be seen to be believed).

All sorts of services

and records that we assume are public are held privately and access

is often difficult.

There is also a large degree of privatisation

of 'public goods' even when this is not strictly legal.

For

instance, whilst their equivalent of a JP is bound by a charter to
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assist anyone who needs a signature witnessed etc.,(and you need
these peojifi more than in Australia - the Bank Manager/school

Teacher resort isn't used here) in practice many refuse their
ser'/ices unless you are a customer of the organisation for

which

they work.

The election process was fascinating and, I am afraid from my
perspective, depressing"with regard to the outcome of the

presidential election,

Ronald Reagan up close.is far worse than at

a distance, but the polished media image was unbeatable,

Mondale

made much of Re^an being a 'cheer leader' not a real leader,
in charge here?", he kept asking very properly.

"Who's

But cheer leader

is quite obviously what most Americans want - that is, the
remarkably small number of those who bothered to vote.

Whenever

Reagan is. forced to respond off-the-cuff or unprepared (which is
almost never) the emptiness of the man's head and heart is exposed
even to those who don't really ;want to see.

The first presidential

debate, for example, showed a mumbling, bumbling silly old man.
The polls took a dive but the truth was too awful for people to

live with &r long and the President has such a nice smile and
promises not to raise taxes.

Thoughtful Americans are profoundly disturbed by him and the
policies of the men he surrounds himself with and the long-term
implications of his Presidency - particularly the fact that he

will probably get to a point a majority of High Court judges by
the end of this terra. He doesn't appoint ordinary conservatives,
but ideological hard-liners who want to do things like abolish
the civil rights gains of blacks, one vote, one value, and indeed
overturn virtually every decision made by the Court since

Roosevelt's time,

I doubt that most Americans who, support him

really understand what he stands for, but it seems that they simply
do not want to acknowledge the enormous responsibility their wealth
and power confers on them.

They truly want to balieve that they

are little country town that everyone has an unfair 'down' on.
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They want someone to tell them lies and that is Reagan's special
talent.

Mondale,tragically, was no match - no charisma, little style and

,

a flat voice. Jeraldine Ferraro was impressive "and it is hard
to be kind to Mondale when you have heard even snatches of Ted

Kennedy, Jessie Jackson or the local Massachusetts Senate candidate
John Kerry. An interesting measure of the inherent weakness of
the President was the way in whieh poll questions were asked and
which could infltm-ce the poll results. If people were asked questions
about the issues first and then~«who will you vote for?", the vote

for Reagan was lower than if that question was asked first. It is
also interesting that women are somewhat less impressed with him
than men. There were polls early on were the gap between male
and female approval rating for Reagan was as much as twenty per
cent.

The local Senate campaign has been extremely interesting in itself.

Fighting to hold the very bastion of Liberal Democrats against the
President's charms, a son of a wealthy old New England family, a
Vietnam veteran who returned to campaign against the war and

presently Deputy Governor of the Massachusetts faced a self-made
millionaire businessman (worth $35m+) with connections to the
John Birch Society, a Reagan style and a firm grip on his coat
tails. The Democrat, Kerry, is.aggressive, articulate and

passionate. Shamie is personable, softly-spoken and, it emerged
after he upset the old Brahmin Republican, Eliot Richardson in

the Primary, somewhat politically naive. The fight was a desperate
rearguard action to try to block Reagan from a fifty State win and
perhaps regain a Democrat majority in the Senate. A faint hope,
but- at least the Democrats held firm in the Massachusetts
Congressional and Senate racesv"

Loyalty to party is apparently a very variable force here. People
obviously vote more for the candidate than party and there is
no guarantee that a representative will be able to gain party

backing for the policies that he sold his constituents. One clear
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problem that the Democrats are facing is the shift of the
traditional 'ethnic' vote toward a more class or income-based ^ote.

Quite simply, the children of Irish, Italian etc immigrants earning
$60,000 a year plus (the figure they always quote) are starting
to vote Republican. An inevitable transition I would have thought.
On the trade union front, I observed the Auto Workers Union

showdown with General Motors with considerable interest. Theeffectiveness of their carefully orchestrated campaign of escalating
strikes was dramatic. The leaders were impressive; they had the

style, articulation and authority of the best political leaders
here. They didn't declaim in slogans but cogent arguments. The
marriage of passion and logic impressed me. But the' Americans
do have the 'gift of the gab'; the problem is that on closer
examination it often seems that that is all they have.

The mine workers, caught in an industry that is in real trouble
and where men have been waiting to be 'recalled' to work for up

to two years, seemed less effective and rather without spirit.
The extent of unionisation in the white collar area and newer
industries seems to be running far behind us and the conditions

of pay and work are quite dreadful by Australian standards -

especially"the conditions of work. A long' running strike (since
mid-September) of clerical workers at Yale University seems to
be a harbinger of increased militancy among the lower ranks of
white collar workers, so many of whom are, of course, black
and women.

That the dramatically disparities of wealth and income and access

to the good things in life in this society have so little impact
on the organisation of politics is a little hard to fathom. It
is at least partly that this society does feed on myths and illusions
- especially the rags to riches, log cabin to President sort.
Also the deep racial antagonisms are a diversion; so many blacks
are totally alienated from the system,. That's where Jesse
Jackson is such a potentially radical influence. It is one thing
to have civil rights, it's another, apparently, to us^ them.

»
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that picked cotton,
element may be the
even more profound than
and it seems to work

against the coalescing of the powerless to increase t-he extent of

their control over their own lives. There are I suppose, deep
historical factors at wofekj people do seem to get strangely stuck
with political arrangemernts made by their forebears for a long
time after they fail to fit changed circumstances very adequately.
Constitutions and Party structures' seem to be among the most
intransigent of these arrangements.
Sociology 1

So much for my amateur

Surprising as it may seem, I have confidence that the better segments
of the Australian media will have provided you with at least as good
as, and probably better, coverage of the election that the average
American gets, but for your interest here are some comparisons
between the vote in 1980 and 1984 from the New York Times.

These

are based on interviews with people as they left the polling
booths. You should note that votes cast for Anderson distorts any
simple comparison.

The comparisons referred to are contained in an extensive Table
under the title "Portrait of the Electorate" and will be

continued in next issue of "Recorder"

. Carolyn Rasmussen;

** ***»*»

Ex-Secretary, Melbourne Branch

Lloyd Edmonds,
93 Roberts Street,
ESSENDON. 3040

Phone 337 7554.

